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Come jump down the iconic green pipe and explore Super Mario Bros. like never before. Super

Mario Bros. is one of the most iconic video games in history  Learn the reason why Mario eats

mushrooms, why they decided to make Mario turn into Super Mario and more. Get details on warp

zone locations, super cheats, and hidden levels! Even long time players will be surprised! This is the

perfect guide for any Mario or Nintendo fan young and old! Strategies on how to beat bosses, which

power ups help you the most, and much more. DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t delay, BUY THIS GUIDE today and

discover some of the best secrets Super Mario Bros has!
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BlackNES Guy started gaming way back in the early 90's. His very first experience with a game

system was a Nintendo Entertainment System at a friends house. Picking up a NES controller and

playing ExciteBike blew his tiny young mind away. After that he begged his parents for one and then

one fateful Christmas morning..... A Super Nintendo was under the tree and he has owned every

single Nintendo system since that. He is long time gamer and appreciates how things were done

back in the day. Yet does love to spend some time playing some modern games, mostly racing and

3rd person shooters. Favorite game: Legend of Zelda: A Link To The Past (like there was another

choice!) Favorite system: SNES Follow me on: Twitter @blacknesguy Instagram @blacknesguy

I have purchased a lot of strategy guides for all sorts of games. This guide is the best one yet! The



author's attention to detail is and in my opinion spot on. I you play Super Mario Bros at all, this book

is definitely a must read.

Very cool

Super Mario Bros is one of the most iconic video games in existence. I a a 90ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s kid

and I grew up playing this and this book made me nostalgic about my grand quest to recuse the

princess. This book deserves all the power ups and coins!This book definitely over-delivers, I will

read the other books too! Will definitely recommend!

This book really taught me the ins and outs of the Super Mario Bros game. I love to play it, but I'm

not very good. This book showed how to navigate the game and how to use cheats in order to

enhance my performance. A definite read for anyone interested in NES

Nostalgic fun, and comprehensive too, made by someone who's clearly passionate about the

material. There's some typos and grammar issues, but it's made up for with a laid back style that

accomplishes what it sets out to do. I've already beaten Super Mario Bros countless times but I

enjoyed the book just as a good old retro trip, and I even found a couple things I didn't know about

decades after I played the game. This kind of comprehensive "nostalgia guide" might have a bit of a

limited appeal, since if you're just looking to beat old games you can obviously find plenty of guides

just by typing something into Google, but if you really like retro games and enjoy reading ABOUT

them from fellow retro gaming geeks and aren't simply just trying to get through a spot you're stuck

at, this makes for a lot more fun, and is certainly worth the price of a cheap beer for the digital

edition.I should note that I had an issue with the Kindle version (on both the PC reader and my

Kindle Voyage) which cuts off the captions on most of the text boxes, making it unreadable, but the

seller is a super cool dude that sent me a PDF which doesn't have the issue and looks a lot better

too (on both my PC and Kindle).

Really covers everything you need to know! If you are new or old to SMB this a great resource.

Excellent Guide and great seller to work with. Very helpful!

Great tips and info for an amazing classic.
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